IBERIAN PENINSULA REPORT —WINTER 2018
Ministry Propagation—We continue to broadcast the Life-study radio programs nationwide. Biblias para Europa
(BfE) in Spain continues to receive requests at several hundred per week. Rhema continues to be active in both
Spain and Portugal.
Reaping—We are very burdened for the reaping of the seekers and have re-organized a database of all the ones we
have contacted in the past. These are all personal contacts whom we plan to invite to various symposia to be held in
different cities in the Peninsula.
Portugal—Some saints have recently migrated to Portugal for work, and we are praying that the Lord would send
some key serving ones there. We feel now may be the time when the Lord will move again in this country.
The Team—Currently, there are eight FTTL graduates, a couple (both of whom are FTTA graduates), and two
older couples all serving full-time to care for the entire Peninsula.
New Areas—An older serving couple will be moving to the island of Mallorca to care for the saints who have been
gained there. It will be a great encouragement for them, and we feel that very shortly a lampstand may be raised up.
We are also very burdened for the north of Spain as there are many contacts in that part of the country.
Events in the Peninsula—The Peninsula now has the full range of training and blending events each year. In
addition, the Spanish saints are attending more blending times internationally.
FTTL—One trainee from the Peninsula just graduated in June 2018, and two more are currently in the training. We
have several college students who have resolved to attend the training once they graduate. We pray there will be a
continuous presence of trainees from the Peninsula at the FTTL.
New Meeting Hall—On September 28, 2018, we closed on the new meeting hall. After some remodeling we held
our first meeting and love feast on Lord’s Day, October 28, 2018. It was a joyous time with over 90 attending. As
we continue to refurbish it, we are realizing that the Lord has given us a lovely place for His testimony. We now
have the necessary offices and a nice space for the care of children.

The Iberian Peninsula Conference—The annual conference was
held on December 14-16 near Malaga, Spain. Eighteen countries
were represented. Just over 370 adults and 35 children were at
the conference. The Lord granted us a marvelous time. We had
been praying that this conference would not only be a good time of blending, but that it would also shake the
foundation of darkness and set the stage for the Lord’s move in the Iberian Peninsula for 2019. We feel the Lord did
just that! Praise Him!
Video Trainings—Since winter of 2016, when Madrid began to have the video training as prescribed by the
ministry, more and more localities have begun having their own video trainings in the same manner. These were
begun under the personal guidance of serving ones from Madrid. For this winter, five localities will have video
trainings, all in conformance with the standard set by Brother Lee.

